detailed hail report from CoCoRAHS spotter:

***** SEVERE REPORT *****
NOT AT HOME LOCATION--SEE COMMENTS
07/22/2008 03:50 PM local time
County: Wayne NC
Goldsboro 1.5 NE (number NC-WY-6)
Latitude: 35.3903
Longitude: -77.9577
Largest hail: 1.500     average: 0.750
Damage: no damage
Duration: 15        depth:
Comments: This was from a storm I chased in Wayne County near the Hood Swamp area, at the intersection of Mark Edwards Rd. and Hood Swamp Rd. Called into 911 but did not get reported from checking NWS reports.
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All of today's CoCoRAHS observations are in WRKCCR (Boulder and Pueblo only)
Or at http://www.cocorahs.org (click on reports)